Everybody is a Star

Stone/arr. Heald 9-99

Moderate Rock

Solos

Da doo da - n - da doo dah dah. Da doo da doo da - n - dot dah dot dot dah.

SA

Dot dah, dot dah, dot dah. dot dah dot dot dah.

TB

Ev - 'ry - bo - dy is a star, who can rain and chase the
doo
do
too
doo
doo
doo
doo
doo
doo
doo
doo

dust a - way. Ev - 'ry - bo - dy wants to shine,
doo
do
dot dah. Doo
doo
doo
doo
doo
doo
who will come out on a cloudy day.
'Tis the sun that loves you
doot doo,
doot doo doo da doot dot
doot doo,
doot doo doo doo da dot dot,

round,
When the system tries to bring you down.
doot doo,
doot doo,
doot doo doo da dot dot,

ever had to shine the night.
You don't need darkness to
doo,
doot doo,
doot doo,
do what you think is right.

Ba ba ba bah ba ba etc..

doot doo doo, ba bop bah

Bah.

Doong shick-a doong doong doong shick-a doong

Who who who who who who.

bah

do.oo.

etc..

Ba ba ba etc..

Bah, bah,

Doong doong shick-a doong etc...
Ba ba ba ba ba bah.

Ev'rybody is a star.

I can feel it when you shine on me.

I love you for all you are, not the one you feel you need to be.
Ever catch a falling star?
Ain’t no stop-pin’ till it hits the ground.

doo doot doo doot doo doot doo doo ba da dot.

Ev’ry-body is a star.
One big circle going round and round. Hee.
da dot dah dot dah dot da dah ba bop bah

Ba ba ba ba bah etc...

Bah

Doong doong shick-a doong etc.
Who who who who who.  
Ba ba ba etc..

bah doo.  

Doong doong shick's etc.

Who who who who who.

Shine shine shine shine

doo.

bop bah.

doong doong chut doong bop bah.
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